CYDONIA TEMPLES OF EPHESUS

The Martian Motif includes the Face of Ala-lu or ‘Face of Mars’, the Giant Fortress Pentagon and the 7 Pleiadian Pyramid City, and so too does the Ephesus environs portray such a depiction. The D&M Pyramid corresponds to the Ayasuluk Fortress. The Face of Mars corresponds to a tennis sports complex that is strikingly suggesting a ‘face’. The side structure of lesser size is also present as it is rotated approximately 180 degrees. The Pleiadian Star cluster is to the south of the present day city but is yet to be concretely identified by some markers other than an earthen mount of some type of ancient ruins yet to be identified appear to correspond to this
astronomical alignment. Next, the constellation of Taurus is configures and seen in the city ley-lines of present day Izmir. It is built upon ancient outlines that have the Taurus constellation elongated and the line from the ‘head’ of the Bull to the Pleiades directly intersects of the fortress hill of Ayasuluk. What is astonishing is that
the angle and degree heading of this ley-line points to a distant range of hill, 7 hills that are situated just north of the city in the outskirts. Lastly when one superimposes the ‘triangle’ of the 3 Martian Motifs and invert the triangle to form a hexagram, the intersecting point on the right side of the hexagram approximates where the
Temple of Artemis once stood. This same ley-line is also the ‘back’ edge of the outline of Orion when superimposed on the Ephesus map.
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It is amazing to consider how the entire
layout of the Ephesus area depicts the
Orion-Taurus-Pleiades Star clusters. In
terms of the Taurus outline, it is arotated
horizontally 180 degrees and flipped on
its axis entirely to produce a mirrored
image on Earth.
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The history of Ephesus, pertaining to the Gospel’s history is
rich on the account of Paul’s missionary journeys there as
recorded in the book of Acts 19. It was at Ephesus that Paul
would first go to the synagogues of the Jews but upon being
rejected would have a custom to preach open-air in the
Agoras. This started a riot as all the people of the city
gathered at the amphitheater and shouted down Paul for 2
hours chanting the familiar type, ‘Great is Artemis’, etc.
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This same vein of vanity is where
‘Great is Allah’ or ‘Allahu Akbar’ echoes the
spirit of AntiChrist from where it comes from.
In terms of numbers, it is interesting that 2 hours
equals 120 minutes or 7200 seconds. It is rather
amazing that the same origins of this ‘goddess’
of Artemis and Allah appear to have the same
storyline. Both had a green emerald rock fall from
Heaven of the Goddess that later was housed as
an Idol in the Kaaba of Mecca and the Temple to
Artemis.
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